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Dear Mayor  
 

Transport Committee’s report ‘Walk this Way: making walking easier and safer in London’ 
 
I am writing on behalf of the Transport Committee, further to the responses that you and TfL have 
provided to the findings and recommendations in my rapporteurship report ‘Walk this way: making 
walking easier and safer in London’ (October 2010).  In particular, I am seeking clarification on the 
apparent decision to drop the Year of Walking and the rationale for this.   
 
I note that you have removed reference to the Year of Walking from your final consolidated budget 
for 2011/2012, which was published on 15 February and it was not mentioned in either of the 
official responses to my report.  I would welcome a detailed explanation of why you are no longer 
pursuing your proposal to designate ‘2011: the year of walking’ and how this decision was taken.   
 
My investigation and subsequent report sought to inform this initiative which you have indicated, on 
more than one occasion, would happen.  At page 300 of your Transport Strategy you mention this 
proposal in relation to walking information and campaigns.  In various responses to questions from 
Assembly Members, you mentioned that 2011 would be the ‘year of walking’.  For example, in 
response to my question from September 2010 about how you would ensure pedestrians could move 
around London safely, your referred to your ‚plan for next year to be my ‘Year of Walking’‛ and that 
there would ‚be further information in due course.‛1  The report was also informed by two formal 
meetings with representatives from TfL and your office at which the broad findings of the report and 
their applicability to the Year of Walking in 2011 were directly discussed.  
 
I recognise that there are constraints on budgets which might limit the scope for publicly funded 
mass marketing campaigns. Nevertheless there are other ways in which funding might be raised to 
promote walking or there could be scope for smaller scale campaigns.  In my investigation, I found 
that ‘2011: the year of walking’ could be an excellent opportunity to hold a series of pan-London 
and local events to promote walking which drew on the highly successful New York Summer Streets 
Initiative.  I would now welcome hearing what work was undertaken to explore all opportunities to 
identify funding for this initiative or for other ways in which it could have been progressed.  
 
TfL’s more detailed response to the report did not directly address several of the recommendations.  
It either responded only to parts of them, or simply reflected information which was already 
contained within the report.  In light of this, I would ask that you direct TfL to respond to the more 
detailed points below. 
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Recommendation 1 
TfL’s response made no mention of either target in the recommendation: to ensure that half of 
boroughs had a Key Walking Route by the Year of Walking or that all boroughs should have one by 
2013/2014.  I understand that the LIP process was underway when the report was released.  Now it 
is near completion, I would welcome more information on exactly how many new boroughs are 
developing Key Walking Routes, and what specific targets TfL has ‚with the aim of significantly 
increasing the number of Key Walking Routes by 2013/2014‛.2  
 
Recommendation 2 
I welcome the support that TfL is showing in developing the use of urban design surgeries.  It would 
be useful to know what ‚suggestions‛ TfL has made to Urban Design London about how to tailor its 
training programme during 2011 and any changes which have been made to the course in light of 
the current economic situation. 
 
Recommendation 3 
TfL’s response indicates that it is ‚urging‛ all boroughs to use Community Street Audits (CSAs) while 
preparing Key Walking Routes.  Does TfL monitor the use of CSAs during the planning of Key 
Walking Routes, and if so, how many have made use of them thus far? 
 
Recommendation 4 
I look forward to hearing TfL’s update on the number of pedestrian crossings which (a) do not meet 
DfT standards, (b) which are not fitted with audible signals, and (c) which do not have a tactile cone 
by June 2011.  I would also welcome information on the timescales to ensure all crossings are 
brought up to the minimum DfT standards. 
 
Recommendation 6 
The report noted both the Mayor’s support for projects through the Great Outdoors programme and 
the work being undertaken at Exhibition Road, both of which are welcome.  However, as was noted 
in the example of New York, there is a need for the Mayor to have a constantly evolving vision for 
how London might look in the future, using a mixture of support for both local projects and ones 
which help to transform areas central to city life.  Recent press reports have indicated the Mayor’s 
support for a ‘floating walkway’ on the north side of the Thames,3 which has similarities to the 
London Promenade project highlighted in my report.  I would welcome a further update from the 
Mayor on these projects, specifically on their funding and feasibility.   
 
Recommendation 7 
I have noted my disappointment concerning the lack of initiative around a large-scale event for what 
was to be the Year of Walking.  I would reiterate its value once more as a way of promoting the 
social, health and transport benefits of walking, particularly in town centres which suffer from the 
effects of congestion.  TfL said in its response that it is ‚reviewing the practical considerations of 
implementing a pedestrian event‛ and I would like an update on how far this review has gone and 
what, if any, conclusions it has come to.  I would also like more information on the toolkit mentioned 
in the response: what its exact purpose is, what kind of support it will offer, and who are the partners 
that are helping TfL to develop it. 
 
 
Recommendation 8 
I was disappointed that TfL’s response merely repeated information concerning a pilot incentivisation 
scheme that had already been run in Wimbledon and Bexleyheath.  I had received information about 
this in TfL’s original written submission in September 2010 and it was one which was highlighted and 
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commended in the report.  The recommendation asked specifically about how TfL might develop 
such an idea as a pilot scheme to a wider group of people, as well as ways in which it might be linked 
to Oyster.  I would ask that TfL report back and address the actual recommendation.   
 
Recommendation 9 
In response to a question on improvements to Journey Planner to help pedestrians in September 
2010, you indicated that TfL is ‚is open to suggestions on what further improvements could be 
made‛.4  A popular suggestion during our investigation was to default walking as the preferred 
option for journeys under 30 minutes.  TfL has said that that costs are ‚likely to be significant‛ to 
achieve this.  I would like a more detailed breakdown on what these costs would entail and if any 
work has been undertaken within TfL, especially in light of the Olympics in 2012, to help prioritise 
walking.  The response also makes no mention of the specific recommendation concerning targeting 
the 108 tube journeys which are quicker on foot for a programme of signage and information 
provision.  I would like a full response to this in your follow-up.  
 
I am concerned that the abandonment of the ‘2011: Year of Walking’ will make it harder to realise 
your commitment to increase the number of journeys made on foot by one million by 2031. My 
report and recommendations sought to assist in realising this aspiration, taking into account the 
current financial climate. I am disappointed in the poor response to the Committee’s 
recommendations, and in the current lack of information on alternative policies. I would, therefore, 
welcome a further detailed response on how, in light of plans to abandon the ‘year of walking’ 
initiative, you are now planning to promote walking and how you will realise your target to increase 
the number of journeys made by foot. 
  
I would be very happy to meet with you in person to discuss these recommendations further. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Caroline Pidgeon AM  
Deputy Chair of the Transport Committee 
 
Cc: Peter Hendy, Commissioner, TfL 
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